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Comeback classics
Usually, ‘if it isn’t broke then don’t fix it’, but with our latest decor introductions,
we’ve developed timeless classics from Oak to Walnut and even Hickory to create
6 exciting new woodgrain designs that bring a new level of realism to popular
species.
With these new introductions also sees the arrival of a solid colour that is
highly versatile and provides an elegant contrast in combination with
woodgrains and more subtle tones.
Also we feature a series of recent introductions with a highly realistic finish
and deeply brushed texture that creates a realism evident of veneer or timber.
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U636 ST9 Fjord

U636 as an accent colour in
combination with H3452 and H3450

U636 as an accent colour in
combination with H3710 and U702

A highly versatile colour that’s right on trend.
A new combination colour (that isn’t white or grey),
but is highly versatile, with long lasting appeal was
our brief when developing U636 Fjord.
Cooler grey tones with hints of blue have gained
traction in Europe and convey a sense of elegance
and confidence.
The neutral colour tone makes it an ideal combination
with other solid colours and many of our woodgrain
decors.
U636 ST9
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H1399 ST10 Truffle Riverside Oak

H1399 in combination with U702  

An ‘on trend’ grey oak, ideal for combinations.
A rustic oak with knots and imperfections –
H1399 ST10 Truffle Riverside Oak is a decor designed
that combines well with light shades from white to grey
due to its colour arrangement and with its ST10 surface
texture, it creates a highly realistic finish.

H1399 ST10

Colour combination ideas.
The soft grey tones work well in combination
with cool touches of grey and blue.
U708 ST15
Light Grey

U702 ST9
Cashmere

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H3710 ST9 Natural Carini Walnut

H3710 in combination with U636  

A classic walnut with natural tones.
H3710 ST9 Natural Carini Walnut is a highly detailed
yet elegant design with highly natural tones, which
allows it to combine with whites and greys from light
to dark as a contrast to the decor’s natural brown tones.
An equally complememtory combination with U636 ST9
Fjord helps create a little more accent.

H3710 ST9

Colour combination ideas.
The tones of Natural Carini Walnut are
complemented by soft muted solid colours.
W1200 ST9
Porcelain

U702 ST9
Cashmere

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H3730 ST10 Natural Hickory

H3730 in combination with W1200

A highly natural hickory with an interplay
of colour.
With the decor development Hickory we present a
wood reproduction which sets itself apart from the
types of wood currently found in the market. H3730
Natural Hickory reminiscent of crown-cut oak, can
create many combination options with various solid
colours due to it’s imperfections and subtle interplay
of colours.

H3730 ST10

Colour combination ideas.
Crisp light colours also work well with Natural
Hickory to create a timeless appearance.
W1200 ST9
Porcelain

U104 ST15
Alabaster

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H3342 ST28 Sepia Gladstone Oak

H3342 in combination with U727

An authentic oak with a contemporary twist.
The fourth decor to be added to the Gladstone series,
Sepia Gladstone Oak provides an answer to the current
‘black/white’ combination trend and provides an ‘on
trend’ contemporary twist to an authentic finish that
can combine with fashionable solid colours from white
to grey as well as with elegant accent colours such as
U636 ST9 Fjord.

H3342 ST28

Colour combination ideas.
The tone of Sepia Gladstone Oak means it combines
perfectly with soft muted tones as well as cool greys
and blues.

U727 ST9
Stone Grey

U540 ST9
Denim

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H1180 ST37 Natural Halifax Oak & H1181 ST37 Tobacco Halifax Oak

Main Image
H1180 in combination with W1200
Inset detail image H1181

Two striking oak designs that are a true
representation of solid wood.
This lively oak decor, enhanced by cracks and natural
markings is a true representation of solid wood, in
keeping with the current trend to create a natural
contrast in furniture in combination with neutral solid
colours.
With its synchronised ST37 texture, it creates a depth
and realism evident of timber.

H1180 ST37

Colour combination ideas.
For a contemporary design both Halifax Oak decors
can be used with contrasting solid colours in muted
tones.

H1181 ST37
W1200 ST9
Porcelain

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H3450 ST36 White Fleetwood

H3450 in combination with U636  

A series of highly realistic, versatile finishes
with a deeply brushed texture.
The new ‘Fleetwood’ decors, with their deeply brushed
ST36 surface, reproduce a sand-blasted timber effect
and can provide a vintage or modern style.

H3450 ST36

Colour combination ideas.
The grain variation in White Fleetwood allows it
to combine well with cool greys and blues.
U702 ST9
Cashmere

U708 ST15
Light Grey

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H3451 ST36 Champagne Fleetwood

H3451 in combination with U702  

The subtle interplay of tone and texture can be
brought to life when the right combination of plain
colour is applied with popular solid colours from white
to grey working extremely well.
With a double paper layer and highly realistic
gloss levels they create depth and realism evident
of veneer or timber.

H3451 ST36

Colour combination ideas.
With a mix of colour tones, Champagne Fleetwood
combines perfectly with soft muted tones as well
as cool greys and blues.

U702 ST9
Cashmere

U727 ST9
Stone Grey

U636 ST9
Fjord
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H3452 ST36 Graphite Fleetwood

H3452 in combination with U636 and U702

The Fleetwood series have already positioned
themselves very well in the market. For instance,
the 2 light shades can already be found in bedroom
furniture ranges, whilst H3452 the darker shade of
the three, have been used by several of the leading
German kitchen manufacturers.

H3452 ST36

Colour combination ideas.
This striking decor with an interplay of colour works
well with white, as well as cool greys and blues.
W1200 ST9
Porcelain

U702 ST9
Cashmere

U636 ST9
Fjord

www.egger.com

SAMPLE SERVICE
Ordering samples has never been easier.
Visit the new EGGER sample shop and
order what you need in an instant.
www.egger.com/shop
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ZOOM HOTLINE
For decor/product information,
technical advice or samples call us:
t 0845 606 8888
(charged at local rate)
From R.O.I. please call:
t +44 1434 613304
Or email us: zoom.uk@egger.com
EGGER (UK) Limited
Anick Grange Road,
Hexham,
Northumberland, NE46 4JS
t 01434 602191 f 01434 605103
zoom.uk@egger.com

